English

Maths

Science and Technology

Text: Traditional tales from India

Addition and Subtraction

Investigation: Floating – working
scientifically

Traditional Tales: Stories from India

Multiplication and Division

Recounts: Indian food tasting

Money

Non-Chronological Reports: India

Statistics: Tally charts and bar graphs linked to Christmas

Computing
Computer Art:
Pointillism, Mondrian, Picasso and Pop
Art

Grammar: Use correct grammatical terminology when
discussing their writing.

Topic Map Year 2 Autumn 2
2018

Identify and know the purpose of verbs
Use interesting verbs when writing
Nouns and expanded noun phrases
Join sentences with ‘or’ and ‘but’
Explain what an apostrophe is
Use apostrophes with simple contracted forms e.g. don’t

Investigating India
Stimulating Start: Indian food
tasting
Celebratory Finish: Carol Concert

Philosophy
Exploring the theme of
differences and acceptance

Topic Big Question
Would you like to live in
India?
Creative (Art, DT, Music)

Core Christian Value

Art: Rangoli patterns, famous artist case study, clay – making a
diva lamp
DT: Making a model boat as part of a Science experiment

Nightingale: Responsibility
Kandinsky: Respect
[Type text]

Music: Rhythm with percussion instruments, Christmas Carols/
songs with percussion

Life Learning Focus
2. Consider social and moral dilemmas that they come
across in everyday life (for example, aggressive behaviour,
questions of fairness, right and wrong, simple political
issues, use of money, simple environmental
issues)1.Confidence and Responsibility, 2. Citizenship (inc.
British Values, 3. Personal Wellbeing, 4. Relationships

RE
Special Places: Judaism
Christianity: Advent and The Christmas Story
Diwali (linked to India topic)

PE
Basketball and Indian Dance

Humanities
Geography
Identifying and researching the 7 continents
Key physical and human features. (Comparing the India/
UK).
Looking at the significance of the River Ganges

Task 1

Task 2

We want you to try some delicious Indian food! We

Use the internet and/or books to research

want you to either go out to an Indian restaurant

your favourite artist and recreate their art

or order an Indian takeaway. Take photos of your

work. You can be as creative as you like, from

‘taste testing’ experiment and write a review of

pens and pencils to paints, the choice is yours!

what you thought!

Here are some interesting Artists to help
inspire you:

For an extra challenge, you could even research
Indian recipes and create your own yummy food.

Picasso, Kandinsky, Mondrian, Seurat.

Investigating India
YEAR 2
Autumn 2

Task 3

AT LEAST ONE TASK TO BE COMPLETED BY: Monday 17 th December 2018

Show off your writing skills by creating some
POWER OF THREE sentences!
Choose one of your favourite books, draw your
favourite character and write some POWER
OF THREE sentences about the story.
For example: My character is an interesting,
brave girl.
[Type text]

Task 4
Get your exploring caps on and get ready for a
trip around the world! Use the internet and/or
books to research some interesting facts
about one of the 7 continents! You could even
include drawings to go alongside your facts.

